Fact sheet

Cyber attacks are
a reality. Are you
ready for them?
Executive Breach Simulation.

It’s an unfortunate fact: cyber attacks
happen and they happen often,
threatening critical data. Knowing when
incidents might occur– and whether
you’re prepared to defend against
them–can make all the difference.
Can you stop a breach before it stops
your business? Periodic testing to
evaluate your plan is the only way to
know. It’s no longer safe to assume—
you’ve got to know your plan works.

A real way to find out if you’re
really prepared.
Our Executive Breach Simulation service
assesses your current incident response
plan to help improve your security
capabilities and processes. Verizon RISK1
Team consultants conduct a mock breach
exercise to identify gaps in your plan.

100K

incidents. Our RISK Team has
collected and examined
security incident data for more
than a decade.

We test your preparedness for handling
a variety of IT security incidents,
including data breaches, to help you:
• Identify gaps in your plan using
containment, eradication and
recovery measures
• Define stakeholder roles and
establish communication and
escalation processes

Learn where your incident
response plan has gaps—
and where it excels—
by conducting a mock
breach with the Executive
Breach Simulation.
1. Research, Investigations, Solutions, Knowledge.

• Boost collaboration by identifying
required coordination efforts and
making sure stakeholders are aware
of their responsibilities
• Advance your security agenda
by increasing executive awareness

Test thoroughly. Rest assured.
As the threat landscape evolves, regular
testing of your incident response plan is
the best way to plan for future threats.
The Executive Breach Simulation lets
you test run your defense plan against
real-world breach simulations, helping
you prepare for an actual attack and
prove your readiness.
The RISK Team’s knowledge and skills
are used to protect organizations
around the world. We’re dedicated to:
• Researching the ever-changing
risk environment
• Investigating and responding to
security incidents
• Developing Solutions based on
credible data and analysis
• Cultivating Knowledge within
Verizon, our clients, and the
security community

Learn more
Find out how effective your security
plan will be if you suffer an attack.
To learn more, contact your account
manager or visit
enterprise.verizon.com/products/
security
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